The q-analog of the boson algebra, its representation on the Fock space, and applications to the quantum group
A Fock space representation is given for the quantum Lorentz gas, i.e., for random Schrijdinger operators of the form H(o) =p2+V,=p2+C
cp(x-xj(w)), acting in .??t=L2(Wd), with Poisson distributed xjs. An operator H is defined in ~=.~~~=~~L2(n,P(dO))=L2(~,P(d~);.) by the action of H(w) on its fibers in a direct integral decomposition. Tbe stationarity of the Poisson process allows a unitarily equivalent description in terms of a new family {H(k)lkE Wd}, where each H(k) acts in Y'[A. Tip, J. Math. Phys. 35, 113 (1994) ]. The space &?'is then unitarily mapped upon the symmetric Fock space over L2 (Rd,pdx) , with p the intensity of the Poisson process (the average number of points Xj per unit volume; the scatterer density), and the equivalent of H(k) is determined. Averages now become vacuum expectation values and a further unitary transformation (removing p in pdx) is made which leaves the former invariant. The resulting operator H,=(k) has an interesting structure: On the nth Fock layer we encounter a single particle moving in the field of n scatterers and the randomness now appears in the coefficient 6 in a coupling term connecting neighboring Fock layers. We also give a simple direct self-adjointness proof for H,(k), based upon Nelson's commutator theorem. Restriction to a finite number of layers (a kind of low scatterer density approximation) still gives nontrivial results, as is demonstrated by considering an example. 0 1995 American Institute of Physics.
I. INTRODUCTION
One of the earliest random systems ever considered is the Lorentz gas.' It pertains to the situation where a small number of light molecules are moving in a background of heavy ones. Then the observation is made that the position and velocity of a heavy molecule are only slightly affected by an encounter with a light one (the Born-Oppenheimer situation) and that the light molecules move nearly independently of each other. This leads to a picture where a single particle moves through an assembly of stationary scattering centers; the Lorentz gas. In statistical mechanics the usual procedure is to start out with a finite volume in which the scattering centers are homogeneously distributed, whereupon the thermodynamic limit is taken. This leads to a Poisson distribution of the scatterers and, in a quantum-mechanical description, to the quantum Lorentz gas. In the following we present a Fock space setting for the latter. The connection between Gaussian processes and Fock space is well known; that a similar situation exists for Poisson processes should not come as a surprise if one realizes that photon counting statistics (formulated in a quantum-electrodynamical Fock space setting) are often Poisson processes. In fact, a whole class of infinitely divisible processes can be generated within a Fock space context. 2'3 The Lorentz gas, be it in its classical or its quantum version, has always been an important testing ground in statistical mechanics. For example, the asymptotic expression for its diffusion coefficient as the scatterer density p tends to zero, calculated by means of statistical mechanical methods, already shows the characteristic logarithmic terms in p, commonly found in more general situations. Mathematical results concerning the density dependence of this and other physical quantities seem to be lacking. Indeed, since p appears as a parameter in the Poisson random measure P,(dp) (see below), it is not easily accessible in asymptotic and perturbation considerations. In addition two Poisson measures with different p are mutually singular. In the Fock space representation, on the other hand, & enters as the coupling constant in a perturbation term in a Hamiltonian, and this may turn out to be an advantage in the study of the p dependence of physical quantities.
The quantum Lorentz gas is an example of a random family of Schrodinger operators with so-called topological disorder, i.e., its members are self-adjoint operators, acting in X=L2(Rd,~L) of the type (p is the momentum operator, cp is the real-valued single center potential, 'p;(y): = cp(x -y), and pL is Lebesgue measure)
is distributed according to some given probability law (fk,P(dw) ).
In the quantum Lorentz case, the points xi are Poisson distributed. In the fourth expression we have written the sum as an integral over a point measure p=p, (a sum of Dirac &measures, each with unit strength) and in the last as a linear functional. In the literature4V5 it is common practice to use ,!L, a point from a state space M, as the random variable, i.e., our probability space becomes (M, P(dp) with each Z?(k) acting in L' (R,P(dw) ).
In addition, physically relevant quantities, such as the expectation E [ 2 -H(w) ] -' of the resolvent of H( o), and the integrated density of state N(E) can be given in terms of H. They are invariant under H--tfi, and hence can be expressed in terms of the H(k)s.
For the study of spectral and dynamical properties associated with H, the expression (1.4) is not yet the most convenient one. In particular, the infinite sum is a source of difficulties. For the case of a Poisson distribution we shall provide a representation in which only finite sums occur.
We recall that the Poisson distribution iP,, with density p>O is determined by the requirement4v5 that for all f E C,(Rd), the compactly supported, continuous functions on Wd, E~,(eCf,~))=exp[((ef-l), pdl.
(1.6) Alternatively, we can characterize pp by the independence of ,u,,,(B,), ,u,(B~),...,~~(B,), for mutually disjoint Bore1 sets B t ,..., B, , and their distribution, given by
In the Hilbert space .3',,:=L2(SU',) we can now distinguish layers 9&n), II EN, in the following way: Y&O) consists of the constant functions, whereas 9.Jl) contains all functions of the form ~-t(f&)-cf,tLL) Cf~~'nL2(M), th e subtraction orthogonalizing 9& 1) to Y&O). In this way we continue, i.e., .Y',,(rz + 1) is the space of polynomials of degree n + 1 in the functions w+ (f,~,,,), orthogonal to those of degree <n . It can then be shown that Y'& n) is isomorphic to X&n), the symmetric nth tensor power of L2(Wd,p&. In this way we obtain (Thus we deal with an n-potential Born-Oppenheimer Hamiltonian on the nth Fock layer.) As an example,
These results are obtained in Sec. II, whereas in Sec. III we present a direct self-adjointness proof for H(k), based upon Nelson's commutator theorem. The basic requirement is here that 2, , the bottom of the spectrum of Hg), obeys 2 n>na with aa0 n-independent. In this we recognize a simplified form of the stability of matter condition (if the bottom of the spectrum tends to --CO as the number of scatterers n increases, it does so at most linear in n). In Sec. IV we discuss our results and point out that in the approximation where only two Fock layers are retained, nontrivial results can already be obtained. The proofs of the theorems in Sec. II are given in the Appendix.
II. FOCK SPACE AND POISSON SPACE
In this section we discuss the unitary correspondence between Fock space and Poisson space alluded to in the Introduction. It was first discussed by It6,7 and developed further by Ogura, ' Kabanov,g Segall and Kailath," and, in particular, by Surgailis." In this section we employ a notation, introduced by one of us (Maassen, 12 Lindsay and Maassent3) , which simplifies many of the arguments considerably.
We start with a separable metric space S with its Bore1 a-algebra of measurable subsets .%'=.;ip(S), on which a diffuse measure X is given. As our main application we think of S =Rd and X as Lebesgue measure. C,(S) will denote the set of compactly supported, continuous functions on S, .%'b is the collection of bounded sets in 3, and .% is the Hilbert space L2(S,58,X). By (f, v) we denote the integral ssf d v. In Sets. II A and II B below we discuss how a Fock space Y-=Y(S$?,X) and a Poisson space .Y=:flS,J?',X) are associated with the measure space @,.%,7,x), and in the remaining subsections we collect the ingredients for the determination of H(k).
A. Fock space
We introduce the space F,(S), n EN, and the space F(S) of finite subsets of S by where L2(I',(s) ,A,) is isomorphic to the n-fold symmetric tensor power of 3X The present notation has the advantage that it suppresses factorials in many places. For instance, the well-known coherent vectors become straightforward products: For f E.% we define 'rrfw:= l-I f(x), (+ E r(s) nonempty, +0)= 1.
The vectors {7rflf ES} are fundamental in F if 9? is dense in 23. Annihilation and creation operators bcf> and bcf) * are given by =(g,f).
Furthermore, if N denotes the multiplication operator by the "particle number," (N fi) (a) : = #(CT) $(a), and JIEWN), then IlbCf>~~~2~(N1CI,r/l)~lf~12=~lN1'2~~~2~~f112 ad IbCf>*GlI'~II<N+ l>1'21C111211fii2. In particular, if {ui(j E N} is an orthonormal basis for 28, then Z~~o/(b(uj)(Cr~~2=(N~, I++). We finally note that
since S"\S'$ has hen-measure zero.
B. Poisson space
Let n(S) denote the collection of countable subsets of S without accumulation points. In the present context we prefer to use these countable subsets w rather than the corresponding measures given by ,uu,=Z ..,S,, or, equivalently, ,uJB)=#(wnB), BE.%'(S). For BE.. S',(S) and X a Bore1 subset of l?(B), we consider the cylinder set consisting of those configurations which, as seen through the "window" B, look like a configuration in X. The Poisson distribution px with intensity A is the probability measure on R(S) defined by where 7 denotes the a-algebra generated by the cylinder sets Z( B,X). Important vectors in RS,A) are again the product vectors, given by +4== n f(x),
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defined for those f E C(S) which take the value 1 outside some bounded region.
C. Unitary equivalence
The decomposition in "orthogonal chaoses" or "chaotic decomposition"'4 of vectors in 3'=L2(fl,P,), which yields a natural equivalence with 37 =L*(I',e"), is based upon repeated stochastic integration with respect to the Poisson distribution. We can integrate functions f~ C,(S) with respect to the random measure p:o--+pLL, as follows:
However, repeated stochastic integration with respect to ,U does not yield good orthogonality properties for the stochastic integrals; for the chaotic decomposition one rather considers the compensated Poisson distribution v:=p-X. A function 6~9 is formally expanded as i?=g 1 v(dxl)v(dx,)...v(dx,)~(xl,x,,...,x,). n=lJ l-"(S) (2.11) In the notation of Sec. II A this can, again formally, be written as 6(w)= 1 epa-x(d5)$(l)= & J-s)eAw V%wJ 77). (2.12) w c finite
In particular, if we substitute fi= rf in (2.12) we obtain 6=exp - fdX 'rrf+l. [I 1 (2.13) The latter formula gives us an entrance to a precise formulation: Theorem 2.1: There exists a unique unitary equivalence U:F-G', which maps 7rf to exp[ -S fdX1 --f+ I for all f E C,(S). The image U$ of any +kFis given by the right-hand side of (2.12) whenever the function C:n-+C, C(w): =zt2e j-S,e"WhWJ v)I, is square integrable (PJ. This includes the case where $ has bounded support and lies in the domain of (&)N.
Proof: Cf. the Appendix. Note that US,= 1 and E( Ut+%) = ( 1, Ut,b) = (U-' 1, (CI) = (SD, +) = e(0) for +kK Moreover, U maps the space A, of functions in .F with support B to the space AA of functions in 9 whose values depend only on w fl B. Since the orthogonal projection onto hf, of a function 6 is the conditional expectation EB8 of 8, given wnB, it follows that lJrr&J-'=EB, BED%'. (2.14)
D. The multiplication formula
When two functions 6,) a2 ~9' have chaotic expansions 6, = U111/, and 8,~ = U(ll,, and their product is square integrable, then it, too, allows a unique chaotic decomposition, say 6, f "Q2= Ulc,. We shall denote I,+ by (jl, * &, the Poisson product of et and $... This product was first described by Surgailis" and was given in the present notation without proof by Lindsay and Maassen13 and Meyer,14 among products of other processes with independent increments. Here we shall prove the Poisson formula for an infinite measure space and indicate a range of validity. 
E. The potential (q,~~) in Fock space
Our main aim is to translate Eq. (1.5) into its Fock space equivalent. In particular we must find the equivalent @(cp) of multiplication by the function w-+( cp,p@) = Cxeo~(x) as announced in (1.9). Now, this function has the chaotic decomposition dv=U((cp,X)@cpwIe...), (2.17) provided q E L' tl L2( S) . The following summary of the situation is a corollary to Theorems 2.1 and 2.2. By V( cp) we shall denote the operator of multiplication by u-+X~ E ,cp(x). Note that this is a finite sum, unlike the one defining cP(cp). Corollary We are now in a position to present the Fock space version HF(k) of f?(k). For this it remains to determine the equivalent of the term (q+k)2 in (1.5). Here we have to be specific about the measure space (S,X). Thus S=Rd and X=p.pL, where pL is Lebesgue measure (see Sec. I). It is readily seen that the generator of translations q in the Poisson context translates into the set of translation generators on the respective Fock layers. Thus, in terms of a direct sum over the latter, F=$;=O.p '"', q,:=u-lqu= ; q(") ) q@)=o, n=O h>O, (2.19) where qj = -idxj on the Cy-functions in @')=L2(Rdn)sym. Collecting results we arrive at H,tk)=Hotk)+bt~o)+btcp)*+p(~o,~u,)=Hotk)+Wt~o)+P(~o,CLL), (2.20) H,(k)= ; HP)(k), Hf)(k)=k2 7 Hp)(k)=(q(")+k)2+ i q(Xj), n>O. n=O j=l So far we did not consider domain questions. However, as discussed in Ref. 6, there exists a co;e for H, such that H=p2+(cp, ,,u) on the former. Cores being unitarily invariant, this translates to H, H(k), and H,(k). In the next section, however, we shall present a direct proof of the essential self-adjointness of H,(k) on the CF-finite particle vectors in 97
F. A scale transformation
In the special case S=Rd, X=p.,uL, it is convenient to translate our results from the Fock space .YP:=~ (Rd,p.pL) to the more conventional X=X(Rd,~L). This is readily done by means of the unitary map
Noting that T,bCf)Ti' = d&f), TpbCn*T;' = d&fl* and T,,VmTi ' = V(f), we find that HF(k), acting in .F, takes the form H;(k): = TpHF( k)Ti ', given by This is Eq. (1 .lO) , where we have dropped the prime in HL( k). Since the vacuum state is invariant under T,, , vacuum expectation values of functions of H,(k) directly translate into vacuum expectation values of the same functions of H;(k). This is, however, no longer true for more general inner products. Note further that, apart from the trivial term p((p,,uJ, the dependence on p now enters through the coupling constant 6 in the term connecting neighboring Fock layers.
Ill. SELF-ADJOINTNESS OF H,(k)
The expression (2.21) consists of three terms, the last one being a constant, which is finite for cp E L' (Rd). The second, W( cp) = b( q) + b( q)*, is known to be essentially self-adjoint on the finite particle vectors jToCF, provided rp E L2(Rd)15 and this remains true on E?', the Cy-finite particle vectors. We now turn to the first term Ho(k). Its vacuum component is trivial, so it remains to consider Hr)(k) for n >O. We do so with @"j replaced by L2(Rd). Then we can always make the restriction to 9"). Hg)(k) is well defined as a symmetric operator for locally square integrable p and, as observed in the introduction, is unitarily equivalent to n ~=tS*)2+PtX1)+C cPtx~+xj)~ j=2 (3.1)
The connecting unitary transformation consists of shifts and boosts and leaves Cy(Rd") invariant. Clearly fi allows a direct integral decomposition, the coordinates x2,...,x,, labelling the fibers. Now, for fixed x2 ,..., x, , we are dealing with an ordinary one-particle Schrijdinger operator k (X27-v x,). For a large class of 9s C,"(Rd) is a core for this operator and cp is ((q1)2,0)-bounded, i.e., (q,)2-bounded with zero relative bound in either the operator or form sense. For cp E L' nL2(Rd), as we already assumed earlier in this section, this is the case for dc 3, whereas for d> 3, (o E Lp(Rd), p > 2 for d = 4, and p 3 d/2 for da 5 is a sufficient condition. Weaker conditions are allowed if +O, but what is essential here is that there is an n-independent a>O, such that ax2 ,...,X,)Z--na, (3.2) which follows for ((q,)2,0)-bounded cp. Then (3.2) also holds for l? and, afornX, for Hg)(k). It now follows that H,(k) is essentially self-adjoint on e and is bounded from below by -UN, where N is the number operator. As observed earlier this is a simple form of the "stability of matter" condition.
Theorem 3.1: Let cp E 15' nL2(Rd) and suppose in addition that r is a core for H,(k)2 -UN, ~20. Then H(k) is essentially self-adjoint on P=.
Proof The proof consists of a straightforward application of Nelson's commutator theorem. We already have Ha(k)+uNaO.
We also have, using the estimates from Sec. II, ~~Wf~~~2~~rp~~~~(N+ l)1'2fll and hence $W is (H,Jk)+cN,l-&)-bounded for sufficiently large c. Consequently H(k)+cN and M:=H(k)+cN+l are self-adjoint on S(H,,(k)+cN) [note that H,(k)+cN is essentially self-adjoint on a. We also note that there exists a 00 such that W+dN>O.
Thus Thus Nelson's theoremI applies and we are finished. cl
IV. DISCUSSION
Our results about the Poisson-Fock correspondence immediately raise the question whether they can be generalized to other situations. Indeed a large class of processes can be generated within a Fock space context (Ref. 2, p. 239, Ref. 3, p. 152) , but the simple correspondence ((A&--+@ will be lost in general. Let us return to Eq. (1.9) P(#(wnB)=k)=(Sk,"(XB)~~coh(P'B)'~=~h(P,B))jT, (4.1) which follows immediately from &&,B) =exp[ -pl~1/2] rxB. Different statistics emerge if the coherent states in (4.1) are replaced by other ones. In quantum optics (based upon a Fock space formalism for the photon field) such situations are the object of intense research (see Ref. 16 for a survey).
In the preceding sections we have found a Fock space representation for the operator &(k) and have shown that averages can be presented in terms of HF(k), given by (1.10). The latter is actually acting in a fiber in a direct integral decomposition and we can reconstruct &(P) = acting in B&MT We can retrace the step I?-+H in the present Fock space setting, giving H~=p~~'IiT+V(cp; )+~{b(~~x)+b(cp;)*}+p(cp,lu~).
(4.3)
The expression 1.10, the result of corollary 2.3, is an intriguing one. On each Fock layer n we encounter a particle moving in n potentials and the randomness manifests itself in the coupling of the layers. Vacuum expectation values are functions of p rather than its square root since we have to "ladder upwards and downwards" an equal number of steps if we start from and end up in the vacuum state. For p=O vacuum expectation values are free particle quantities. However, as soon as we include a second layer (n = 1 ), i.e., we cut H,(k) off beyond the second layer, Here w ' ' ) maps no into q(l)= (O@@O@**+) and #"=(O@@O@~~~) into (p,$)t, the subscript 1 referring to the inner product on the layer n = 1, i.e., on %=L2(Rd). Working things out we find , (4.5) where t is the one-potential transition operator: t(z): = cp+ ~[z, -p*-cp]-'p on %. Note that the square integrable function cp converts the L"-plane wave Ik) into cp1k)++(2+d '2 +exp[ik.x] q(x) ~54% For a large class of qos a limiting absorption principle applies with the result that (klt(E?iis)lk) h ave limits for E > 0 (and for E < 0, not an eigenvalue). Thus, in this situation, the mass operator C(z,k,p) (see Ref. 6 for its definition) becomes If,(')(z,k,p)=p(k(t(z)Ik) and has the above limits. The integrated density of states, N(E), can also be calculated in the same approximation. Adding more Fock layers, say up to order n, does not change the picture. Repeated use of the second resolvent equation with \I;;W as the perturbation gives an expansion for the approximate mass operator in powers of p. Whether or not Z(z,k,p) has an asymptotic expansion or is actually analytic in a neighborhood of p=O seems to be an open problem.
A similar approach can be attempted on the density operator level. Without going into the complicated calculations, we note that the heuristic methods, commonly used in statistical mechanics, applied to the two-layer approximation give rise to a Boltzmann equation in three dimensions, thus leading to diffusive behavior. This raises the question whether corresponding rigorous results can be obtained for diffusion in the two-layer case.
Finally, for a special class of repulsive potentials cp, commutator estimates of the Mourre typeI can be derived (within the Fock space setting) with the result that N(E) is absolutely continuous for E>kp(q~,p~), where k is a dimension-dependent positive number.18
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APPENDIX: PROOFS OF THE RESULTS OF SECTION II
In this appendix we provide the proofs of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 and Corollary 2.3. In view of the formal similarity between our proofs of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 we shall treat them together. Let ITCXdenote the linear span of the functions rf CUE Co(S)) and 87-9' the span of 7rh (h E C(S), h = 1 outside some bounded region). We define the unitary map UP-+9 by continuous extension of the linear map U,:U-+M, defined by This continuous extension is possible and uniquely defined since II and % are dense subspaces of F and 9, respectively, and, for all f, g E C,(S) [say with common support A E.S~<S)], (Uomf In order to extend these results we need the following estimates.
Proposition A.1: Let the measurable functions I+$ $i, &: S-X have support A EL@~( S). Then (the value infinity is allowed on the right-hand sides) Remark: It has been noted",'9 that tjr , (CCL EF, does not imply that (cI1*& is square integrable. This is also borne out by the L4-norm in (A7).
For the proofs we need two lemmas.
LemmaA.2:
For allfrzL'(I'(S)XI'(S)) ~risieA(da)~r(s)e"(dp)fO= /rcs)eAtW C f(a*fl\a Then clearly $A,, -+ + pointwise as n+m and A j's, but also, for almost all OE 0, lim limfiflA,,( w)" fi$( ti), n+m AtS by the absolute convergence of the sum and integral in (A4) which define fi+. Now, again for almost all 0, so that, according to LeJesgue's dominated convergence theorem, II ti+A n-rlr$ll can be made arbitrarily Smdl. Since u@A,,= u$kA*, , it follows that U@= U+ by a denkty argument. Completion of the proof of Theorem 2.2: Let BA denote the space
On QA the operation f is well defined by Proposition A.l. We claim that U9ACL4(fi,PA), which implies that also the operation * is well defined on DA . Indeed, if ~EH has support A, then IIUqol14=IIUi5~ ~~ll~'2=II~~~*cp~ll~'2=~~~*~~~1'2~~~~C~~~~~l~~~~~N~~~~.
Observing that the space I'I is invariant under the operators aN, a>O, we have for cp~n with support A IIW JZ)-N~l14~exp[4h(A)lllcpl14.
With II being dense in .T, the map q -+ U(d) -No extends to a bounded operator, L4(r(A),@+L4(a,pA), i.e.,
Next choose #, , 14~ &BA and let qo,, (~2 E II also be supported by be an increasing sequence of bounded measurable subsets of S such that Uz=,A,=S.
Then, since GeL2(S),
